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India Projector Market Outlook, 2019”, India’s projector sales were growing with a CAGR of

approximately 20% over past four years

PUNE, INDIA, November 16, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Projectors are one of the fastest growing

product lines in India due to the booming education market. Changing lifestyles, decrease in

price and rising spending on electronics has led to an upsurge in demand for high-end products

including projectors. Various emerging segments such as Education and Audio Video System

Integration in commercial segment are booming with demand for projectors. India's education

sector is moving towards the digital age. Educational system integrators are thriving in India and

helping to cater to the growing requirement of audio-visual equipment. Further, the market is

expected to grow at a faster pace due to the revival of delayed projects affected by the Indian

general election of 2014.

According to “India Projector Market Outlook, 2019”, India’s projector sales were growing with a

CAGR of approximately 20% over past four years. IT, corporate, media, entertainment, rental,

BPO and education sectors were the major industries driving the sales of projectors. The

education sector is reportedly the biggest segment of digital projector sales in 2014 followed by

mid-size and small business segments. Beyond this, development in the home entertainment

and gaming segment is also being scaled up with the arrival of 3D, HD and Wi-Fi support features

within current projector models. These days the projection technology is more sought after in

homes with spectacular increase in availability of full HD and 3D content in form and availability

by HD DTH and Blu Ray discs. The technology used in projectors can generally be broken down

into two types: DLP and LCD. Both the technologies LCD and DLP have an almost equal market

share in 2014 with DLP technology slightly ahead. However, in future the trend is expected to

reverse with LCD technology to dominate the market heavily. Moreover, the market will continue

its shift towards new technologies like Lazor Interactive/LED Interactive Android due to the low

maintenance cost and superior technology. High-Definition (HD) projectors are replacing the

Standard-Definition (SD) projectors due to increasing popularity among consumers.

Out of the total shipment, almost one-third market is captured by 1024x768 display resolutions,

followed by 800x800 resolutions. Higher resolution projectors are less likely to require signal

compression and its associated loss in quality. Hence, High-Definition will be the most popular

display resolution in future with highest market share by 2019. In this crowded market, BenQ is

the No. 1 brand in India followed by Epson, InFocus, Hitachi, Panasonic and many others. “Apart
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from all these flagship players, Canon which has recently entered the category is expected to

emerge as a big player in future” said Anita Patil, Research Analyst with Bonafide Research. The

company, which has launched nine LV and XEED series projectors, is targeting Rs. 100 crore

revenue by 2017. It has tied up with Ingram Micro as the national distributor for its mass

products and will partner with AV integrated solution providers for high-end projectors.

Moreover, the company will also be using its own retail stores ‘Canon Image Square’ to sell its

projectors. Aggressive marketing and distribution strategy coupled with a well-know brand

image will push the sales of these projectors, said Anita. The metro markets dominate the

consumption but new demand is expected from tier II and tier III cities with rapid urbanization of

these towns. The vendors are targeting more than 30 Indian towns beyond the top eight

metropolitan centers for projectors. 
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“India Projector Market Outlook, 2019” discusses the following aspects of projectors in India:

The report gives an in-depth understanding of projector market in India:

- Global Projector Market Outlook

- Global Projector Market Size By Value & Forecast

- Global Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA) Projector Market Size By Value & Forecast

- Europe, Middle East & Africa (EMEA) Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- Asia-Pacific (APAC) Projector Market Size By Value & Forecast

- Asia-Pacific (APAC) Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- America Projector Market Size By Value & Forecast

- America Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- Global Projector Market Segmental Analysis: By Company, By Region, By Application

- India Projector Market Outlook

- India Projector Market Size By Value & Forecast

- India Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- India DLP Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- India LCD Projector Market Size By Volume & Forecast

- India Projector Market Segmental Analysis: By Company, By Application, By Resolution, By

Definition

- The key vendors in this market space

- Competitive Landscape & Strategic Recommendations

This report can be useful to Industry consultants, manufacturers and other stakeholders to align

their market-centric strategies. In addition to marketing & presentations, it will also increase

competitive knowledge about the industry.

Report Methodology

The information contained in this report is based upon both primary and secondary research.

Primary research included interviews with various channel partners of projectors in India.
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Secondary research included an exhaustive search of relevant publications like company annual

reports, financial reports and proprietary databases.
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